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US Futures-World Markets: Renewed hopes of a fiscal stimulus package have S&P futures higher to start the
week. The bulls may break this 4-week losing streak. Talks between Speaker Pelosi and Treasury Secretary
Mnuchin continued on Friday. Pelosi stated she would prefer the House pass a deal that would not be dead on
arrival in the Senate. I’ll believe it when I see it. The recent selloff has been quite severe, so an oversold
bounce here makes sense. Caesars made an official bid for William Hill as the sports betting sector stays hot.
Plenty of states still haven’t approved sports gambling. DraftKings is +400% YTD. Europe is higher with bank
stocks surging. Asia was up across the board with Japan’s Nikkei Index topping its 1980’s high. Traffic
congestion data from China’s four largest cities by GDP shows the country has substantially- but not
completely recovered from COVID lockdowns (per DataTrek).Times Square is still a ghost town during
morning rush hour on the CNBC camera shots. Mohammad El-Erian is a marketing genius. He is considered a
market expert without ever giving a definitive answer on where he stands on stocks and financial markets.
He would make a great lawyer. Complete fraud IMO. Sorry for the rant, but I abhor “experts” that talk out of
both sides of their mouth. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +44.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.669%.
CORE Headlines:
 “Investors are betting on one of the most volatile US election seasons on record, wagering on
unusually large swings in everything from stocks to currencies as they brace for what could be a
weekslong haul of unpredictable events.”-WSJ
 Chinese President Xi Jinping has called for the country to embrace what he calls domestic
circulation—a policy designed to bolster local supply chains and encourage domestic consumption to
make China more resilient to disruption such as the coronavirus pandemic and the trade war.-WSJ (I’m
using that line on my wife when she asks why I spend so much time at the golf course. “Domestic
circulation, honey!”
 China’s most ambitious and fastest-growing companies once flocked to US markets to raise money,
but many are heading home to do so, and eight that originally went public in New York have added
listings in Hong Kong since last November.-WSJ
 Grocery stores and food companies are preparing for a possible surge in sales amid a new rise in
Covid-19 cases and the impending holiday rush as executives say they don’t want to be caught
unprepared for another widespread outbreak of the virus.-WSJ
 BGS: More than three months after Cream of Wheat’s parent company said it was “initiating an
immediate review” of the brand’s packaging, the company decided to remove the image of a black
chef from the product.-USA
 Mandatory evacuations were issued Sunday morning in areas of Northern California east of Calistoga
in Napa County after a fast-moving wildfire erupted as the region faces extreme fire weather
conditions.-NYP
 Amazon has thrived during the pandemic in established markets such as the US, Germany, and the UK,
but consumers in countries such as Italy who traditionally resisted buying online are increasingly
turning to Amazon, providing it with another boost.-NYT
 Investigative story on Trump’s finances reveals that he paid $750 in federal income taxes in 2016, and
another $750 during his first year in the White House, after paying no income taxes at all in 10 of the
previous 15 years, because he lost more money than he made.-NYT
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Donald Trump on Sunday said the Supreme Court might strike down the Affordable Care Act once Amy
Coney Barrett, his nominee to replace Ruth Bader Ginsburg, is confirmed—and claimed he would
replace the law with something much better and far cheaper.-FT
The presidential debates may be the last chance for the candidates to command the collective
attention of swing-state voters who will decide the election, because by the second debate in midOctober, many will have already cast their ballots through early voting.-Politico
Pennsylvania is shaping up to be the epicenter for election disputes in 2020, with both parties waging
aggressive legal and political fights in the final stretch before Election Day.-TheHill
China is dispensing its unproven Covid-19 vaccine to thousands of people, including drug companies
workers and government officials, outside the usual testing process, a move experts say could have
harmful side effects, including a false sense of security.-NYT Sunday
Chinese authorities have razed or damaged two-thirds of the mosques in the country’s remote
northwestern region of Xinjiang, underscoring the scope of a forced cultural-assimilation campaign
targeting millions of Uighur Muslims-WSJ wkend

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FS Blog: The spiral of silence. Anyone working in a large company has experienced this.
https://bit.ly/3idAW4C
 Medium-John P. Weiss: Do you know which habits make you miserable? https://bit.ly/3jbIupM (Great
read if you have teenage or young adult children)
 Seth’s Blog: The value of tradeoffs https://bit.ly/3j5BcE6
 CNBC: The September market swoon accomplished most of what corrections are supposed to do
https://cnb.cx/3kTgjMT
Charts from The Daily Shot:

Speculative accounts have been hedging their portfolios by shorting index futures, especially the Nasdaq 100.
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This chart shows large speculators’ total positioning in Nasdaq, S&P 500, and Dow Jones futures.

Source: @sentimentrader

US stocks have underperformed this month. This would be the first down month for the S&P since
March.
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US IPO activity hit a year-to-date record.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Average first trading day gains of IPOs have trended higher over the past few years, but remain below peak levels of the
dot-com boom. (Amazing to see how companies get ripped off and the investment bankers take care of their buy-side
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clients.)

Source: Robeco Read full article

Options markets have priced in a significant election-related risk. (Sorry if you are already sick of
hearing about this.)
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Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

BlackRock expects a higher inflation regime in the medium term (well above market-based inflation expectations).

Source: BlackRock
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• Inflation has been driven by demand this year. (Has an anyone bought a suit in the last six months?)

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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The largest decline in credit/debit card spending has been among Americans with the best credit scores.

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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Bank of America’s card data showed a slowdown in restaurant spending.

Source: BofA Securities, @WallStJesus
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Precious metals continue to struggle.
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Hedge funds have been reducing their exposure to gold.

US low-wage workers:

Source: @KFF Read full article
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The shift to online retail: (Amazing chart)

Source: Statista
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Spending time eating and drinking:

Source: Statista
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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